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ABSTRACT
Details are given of the LPL method for combining measures on different lunar photographs, using the librations, to com

pute solid selenodetic coordinates. Published methods are critically examined, and the correct treatment of pseudo-observa
tions is outlined. A first-order treatment of the error theory for selenodetic positions is derived from the LPL method of
combining plates.

1. Introduction

Selenodetic coordinates have been computed frommeasures on lunar photographs by Franz (1899),
Saunder (1905), Baldwin (1963), Schrutka-Rechten-
stamm (1958), the U.S. Army Map Service (1964),
and the Aeronautical Chart and Information Center
of the U.S. Air Force (1965). With the exception of
Baldwin, each of these authors uses a different
method for converting the measures into selenodetic
coordinates; since Baldwin uses the same method as
Saunder, his computations do not require further dis
cussion. Goudas (1965) has published a method of
computation in which the mathematics are in error.

All these authors start from the same base,
namely, plane coordinate measures on photographs
with different optical librations. This is the so-called
stereoscopic method, although the name is a misno
mer, since stereoscopy is not generally used in the
method and certainly is not essential. The methods
used are often characterized by considerable indirect
ness of approach. Since reliable selenodetic coordi
nates can be obtained only with considerable over-

determination in the measures, all investigators have,
in their reductions, used the method of least squares;
but, with a single exception, the method has not been
correctly applied. The resulting selenodetic coordi
nates are not least squares values and their precision
is not correctly estimated. The method described
here is direct and rigorous in its use of least squares.
It cannot be very different in principle from that of
the Army Map Service (1960), but the exposition
given below is probably simpler.

The derivations of selenodetic coordinates from
measures on lunar photographs may be classified as
follows, when regarded from the viewpoint of least
squares:

I. Schemes in which the observation equa
tions are stated in terms of the measured
quantities;

II. Schemes in which the observation equa
tions are stated in terms of pseudo-
observations, namely, transforms of the
original measures.

The second class may be illustrated by Saunder's
method. From each single photograph Saunder de-
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